Enjoy the center of attention you so eloquently command, Gemini, this
month’s honoree and versatile communicator of the Zodiac. You have
refreshing flair for staying current on local events, world issues, politics, and
an abundant knowledge of trivia. Always ready for good conversation, you
crave a stimulating debate. Gemini’s wheelhouse includes diverse word or
board games, mysteries and solving crossword, jigsaw puzzles or the Rubik’s
cube. Geminis rarely lack the gift of gab. Make your favorite Gemini’s day by
creating a congenial theme party to honor your Gemini friends and relatives.
Propose a toast, present your best jokes and add a roast, letting balloons fill
the air with happiness. Serve a sampling of unique hors d’oeuvres, flavorbombed entrees, show-stopping salads, and a sophisticated theme cake to
celebrate Gemini’s birthday.
IMPORTANT DATES
MAY 31: Memorial Day
JUNE 14: Flag Day
JUNE 20 : Father’s Day and Summer Solstice begins at 11:32 PM EDT
ANNOUNCEMENTS: Congratulations to LJ for winning the $10 gift certificate at the
April drawing. Happy 22nd Anniversary to K&J. Happy 36th Anniversary to B&M!
Happy Birthday to JJB, MSC, JB, LG, JS, and MG. The winner of May’s client drawing
will receive a $10 discount on services. Winners receive notification via e-mail on the
last day of the month. The drawing is open to all clients who schedule a consultation
of one hour or more. June’s drawing is a $10 gift certificate to apply toward any
consultation or report order. Both the 2021 Llewellyn Sun Sign Book and The Llewellyn
2021 Moon Sign Book are in your favorite bookstore, through Llewellyn, Amazon or
other online outlets. I am the principal author of the 2022 SUN SIGN BOOK which will
be out in June. I also have a feature article in the 2022 MOON SIGN BOOK, HOW YOUR

MOON HELPS YOU COPE WITH CHALLENGING TIMES. I’ll also be writing the Llewellyn
2023 SUN SIGN BOOK this year. Hope you check out these annuals at your favorite book
store, Amazon or www.Llewellyn.com. Enjoy the material.
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Cyber Threats: The computer hostage schemers are back and demanding more
and more for removing alleged malware on your computer. Nothing they tell you is
true so don’t follow their direction. Engage your security software as soon as possible.
Report the extortion attempts to the FCC and to your ISP provider. Several scammers
use URLs that are a typo away from legitimate websites and look for popular web
addresses where users type one wrong letter and trick the user into thinking they are
the reaching the intended site. Close open documents, run your security check and
reboot. Send other types of E-mails requesting your mailing address to SPAM. If you
suspect someone is posing as a company you do business with, notify the company,
and follow their security instructions. Safety first!
GEMINI and THE YEAR AHEAD: Happy Birthday, Gemini! This year you continue as
one of the signs that are a part of the 2021 eclipse cycle along with your opposite sign,
Sagittarius, and this year, Taurus joins the ranks. Your Sun Sign rules the chest cavity,
hands, arms and shoulders and lungs in the communication-oriented 3rd House of
brothers, sisters, cousins and other relatives as well as neighbors, classes and
workshops, communities, education, transportation (all forms including commuting,
purchasing and repairing of vehicles and methods you choose for travel), media
interests and networks, (phones, computers, faxes, Internet, social networks), writing
and the diverse facets of your mind, especially how it works and the impact it has on
your mental state. Mental versatility is a key asset. The 3rd house of the chart,
regardless of Sun sign, describes your intellect, how you think, the way you converse
with others or form creative relationships. Gemini’s natural ruler is Mercury and its
symbol is the Twins making you simultaneously an air and a mutable sign displaying Yin
and Yang characteristics. Outstanding deductive skills help you analyze all types of
problems while sharing your ideas with others. People love your charming sense of
humor and the amazing amount of information you recall. You are extremely sociable
and love to mingle and tell your stories letting the people-to-people contact recharge
your batteries. When choosing a career, you prefer one with the flexibility to move
around and become restless when you encounter tasks that take too long to complete.
This year the Sun enters your sign on May 20 at 3:37 PM EDT and leaves on June 20 at
11:32 PM EDT.
Mercury in Gemini in your solar 1st House gets your communication cycle rolling and
then promptly goes retrograde on May 29 at 6:34 PM EDT through June 22 at 6:00 PM
EDT. Lie low during the 3-week retrograde period and catch up on correspondence,
finish a book, pay bills, return phone calls and complete work on pending projects.
Start new enterprises after the 22nd of June. Venus is in your sign, Gemini, in your 1st
house traveling with Mercury through June 3. Examine emotional issues and monitor
your values as you examine situations that ask you to believe what is on the surface
but not necessarily in the heart. With Mercury in Gemini here as well, your mind will
be in overdrive and in hard aspect to transiting Neptune in Pisces. Verify facts and
don’t jump to false conclusions. Make major money decisions later. Validate what you
hear and get to the bottom of tall tales. Mars starts your cycle in Cancer and moves
to Leo by June 12. Sentiment prevails and then turns to passion. Curb the desire to
spend more than you plan and gather pricing information instead. Jupiter started the
year in Aquarius in your solar 9th house of travel, mind expansion, advanced
degrees, foreigners and new cultures, in-laws, medical and legal professionals,
work details and expanded philosophical or religious beliefs. The planet of
expansion moved quickly through Aquarius and into Pisces on May 14, going retrograde
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on June 20 and going direct in Aquarius on October 17 EDT and moving into Pisces
again on December 30 where it ignites your solar 10th house of career and ambition for
most of 2022. Enjoy opportunities to travel, bond with relatives, study a new
language, get health opinions from skilled physicians, and strengthen legal insight with
a timely consultation. Certain Geminis may have a new job offer, possibly one that
comes with a long-distance move. Writers may enjoy fame and new audiences, sign a
contract, or begin a book. Those of you longing to hit the road after the long hiatus of
staying housebound mandated by the Pandemic may see your dream come true as you
embark on a much desired trip with your partner. How nice to fulfill wishes and
cherish the progress you are making on life goals. When Jupiter is in Aquarius be
aware of the possibility of schedule changes especially after the disruptive year you
endured related to the Coronavirus restrictions. Seek counsel from financial, legal,
medical, or real estate professionals. Retrograde Mercury in Gemini could be a factor
in the flow of your plans. Stay flexible and enjoy the summer’s unfolding adventures.
While Jupiter transits in early Pisces, enjoy the added energy and feel the
enthusiasm that sparks enthusiasm for your work and draws the attention of
colleagues. Those in charge make decisions that affect your sphere of interest and
hold the potential to increase your salary. Saturn entered Aquarius in late December
and is residing this year in your solar 9th House along with Jupiter. It settles in for a
2-1/2 year stay in this house. The planet of limitations will turn retrograde on May
23 and go direct on October 10. This year Saturn most affects Geminis born May
21-June 5 in a harmonious way in your solar 9th House. In the company of transiting
Jupiter in Aquarius, you have the courage and stamina to achieve your fondest goals
this year. The sheer volume of work may leave you little down time yet you want to do
more to achieve success. Work may lead to travel in distant locations or temporary
work details. Pleasure may take you on a bucket-list vacation. Reunions with those at
a distance are likely. Prepare for visitors eager to see you. Cruises may still be
restricted depending on how well the Coronavirus is abated. If you are involved in
publishing and writing, stick to deadlines and take some innovative breaks to stimulate
creativity. Uranus in Taurus most affects those of you born May 27-June 6
throughout your birthday cycle. When located in the 12th House, this rebel-rousing
planet demonstrates provocative behavior to those itching for some action and bursts
at the seams revealing secrets you’ve been guarding, divulging your innermost
thoughts. Even if you aren’t ready to speak up, Uranus could make you restless enough
to blab about what you really think of people, the affair you’re having, or how you’re
remaking your physical appearance. Themes subject to Uranian jolts include private
matters, psychic insight, holding back and retreating, healing your mind and body,
secret enemies, hospital visiting, rehabilitation, secret enemies, widows, orphans and
charities. Transiting Jupiter and Saturn in Aquarius in your solar 9th House have a testy
relationship with Uranus. As a result you experience erratic shake-ups in life
affiliations and welcome peace of mind after shedding the baggage that came with
them. Take a breather from emotional drains and use the seclusion of the 12th House
to recover from too much tension. Examine what went wrong; then let go so you can
focus on the future. Seek fulfilling relationships. You have 4 more years of Uranus here
while you uncover deep feelings and develop new plans and conditions to cherish.
While Uranus moves through this house, surround yourself with individuals you trust.
Work on inner peace. If you’re recovering from an illness, take mental health and
stress breaks. Keep a journal to record findings and measure future success. Why not
use this productive interlude to contact your astrologer to sort out the essentials and
get a sense of timing for executing goals. Neptune in Pisces falls in your solar 10th
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House of authority, ambition, career matters and workplace-related relationships,
interactions with those in charge, parents and family status as well as current
goals. What is high on your agenda in 2021? If you have been looking for a new job,
desire a career change or are considering retirement, want more responsibility in
your current position, or just want to quit your job, why not plan your next move?
Those born June 8-15 experience the biggest shift while sorting out confusion in
2021. This transit creates a reality check if you have been in a fog over your career
and life conditions, some of which was put on hold compliments of COVID-19
distancing requirements. Gemini hassles with Pisces planets since the Neptunian
energy is in strong conflict with the organized thought processes you prefer. You could
find annoying circumstances at work that spell confusion and lead to erratic
communication. The Coronavirus isolation may have helped you seek shelter from the
foggy thinking that took over your work space. Be sure to talk out problems with
others and use ZOOM and other network methods to share ideas, hold meetings, and
make decisions about how to re-enter the work scene. Family matters remain erratic
with unsettled routines getting in the way of your socializing choices. Select family
activities that appeal to all ages and share in the fun. Neptune has been in this house
since 2011 identifying coping mechanisms to settle your work and family environment.
You can’t escape reality from problem-solving. Research facts, seek solutions, and
take appropriate next steps when answers are a good fit to restore balance. Mercury in
your chart helps you identify pending problems. Use meditation to relax and calm your
restless mind. When conditions improve, hit the ground running by taking appropriate
action. Enjoy dreams and take note of patterns and themes. A powerful Neptune
transit stimulates creative writing. Use your gift to enjoy work that drives your passion
via powerful expression of the written and oral word. Watch your portfolio expand
your options for success. Neptune is retrograde from June 25-December 1, 2021.
Pluto in Capricorn connects with Geminis born June 14-18 in your solar 8th House
of finances, debt and money you owe, credit management, estate matters, joint
assets, winnings, wills, sex, birth, death, regeneration, and psychological depth.
This house has far less intensity in 2021 since the Capricorn planets that occupied this
house the last few years moved on to Aquarius and the eclipses are in mutable signs
along with one of them in Taurus. Why not give Pluto a chance to complete his mission
to uncover the deep, mysterious secrets of life that have been buried in your psyche.
Your spirit will soar in lightness as you let go. Even your finances seem to improve as
you manage financial dealings efficiently. Pluto pressure has been building here since
2008 and transforms much of your world. Compare notes with where you were 13
years ago as you slide into your 2021-2022 cycle. Pluto is the natural ruler of the 8th
House and highlights what can be dissolved and eliminated at long last. Certain
Geminis will pay off mortgages this year or next, settle estates, or make solid
investments. If you have dealt with grief during the past year, be sure to acknowledge
it. Put insurance papers, wills, and legal documents in order. Fear nothing.
Vulnerability is charming. Work on intimacy and any communication issues that exist
between you and your partner. Heal troubling differences. Later born Geminis may get
news of a pregnancy and welcome babies into your lives. Seed your future with
positive action. Use humor and an upbeat attitude to stimulate laughs and enjoy a
quality life that brings meaningful experiences. Infuse your mind with creativity.
On May 26 you wrap up the energy from 2020’s last eclipse which took
place on December 14, a solar eclipse in your solar 7th House in Sagittarius. This
year 4 eclipses occur from January through December 2021. Taking up the banner
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where the last Sagittarius eclipse occurred is a full Moon eclipse in your solar 7th
House of personal and business partners, collaborators, roommates, the public,
advisors, consultants and legal and medical professionals which falls on May 26 at
Sagittarius 5°i 26’, your opposite sign. Examine activity that revolves around the
nature of your relationships. Now is the time to strengthen them and move forward
with your mutual goals. Use the positive vibes to form loving ties via a marriage or an
engagement. If you have any challenging dealings pending, clear the air. Unchecked
dilemmas can test a relationship and stimulate talk of separation or divorce. What is
the biggest problem you have identified in relationships? Get help from advisors or
mediators if you need it to solve any pressing discord. Once you do, cooperation
reappears bringing relief and happier times. A new Moon eclipse occurs on June 10,
in Gemini at 19°c 47’ in your solar 1st House of action, adventure, assertiveness,
enterprise, passion, and personal interests. This eclipse starts a new cycle with
renewed energy occurring in your sign enticing you to take care of all that gives
meaning to your life and self-preservation. In your 1st House, an eclipse calls
attention to conditions of health, self-image and appearance, favorite people, and
implementation of special plans and projects. What is on the front burner? Make sure
to devote attention to it and bask in the success of goal fulfillment. Cherish what you
value. This one will affect you if you are born June 9-11 or have planets around 19
degrees of Gemini. The second and final lunar Eclipse of the year makes an
appearance in Taurus on November 19 at 27°b 14’and falls in your Solar 12th
House of hidden matters, privacy, secrets, healing after illness or visiting the sick,
charities, metaphysical and spiritual insight, intuitive experiences, unknown
enemies, and behind-the-scenes planning. It is especially significant if your birthday
falls on the eclipse date or, in your case, if you have Taurus planets at this degree. Be
on the lookout for surprise messages, new job offers, a game-changing workplace
announcement or unexpected opportunities. If you have been anxious over the
disruptions related to the Coronavirus social distancing and new working conditions, or
lost your job, be sure to take time to heal and get ready for a new life phase that is
beginning. Conditions vary in different parts of the country and world. Think the
situation through before making drastic changes. With your sharp mind, you might be a
good person to aid in the return to work plans for your organization. Two weeks later,
the final New Moon solar eclipse of 2021 falls on December 4 in Sagittarius at 12°i
22’ in that super highlighted 7th House of yours that relates to your personal and
business partners, cooperators, expanding business ventures, plans to get engaged
or married, jointly held funds, partnership deals and romantic feelings. This
eclipse marks the end of the Sagittarius-Gemini cycle of eclipses that have been
around for the last two years. Now is the time to review the progress you have made
regarding the state of your relationships and conditions you anticipate as you emerge
from the COVID-19 restrictions. What have you already done to make progress in this
area? Have you revised goals regarding significant love and business relationships? Do
they reflect your attitude about work and whether you anticipate changes in your
collaborative projects, responsibilities, and schedule? Eclipses often bring a few
surprises. They may be energizing, pleasant, or upsetting depending on your chart
makeup. Be flexible and look for opportunities to heal emotional or cooperative
conditions. Celebrate success as you make adventurous change and a turn difficult
period into a winning cycle for partnerships. Enjoy the momentum of your birthday
year. Remember that these sections may also apply to those of you with Gemini on the
Ascendant or those with multiple Gemini planets. Follow your dreams.
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Famous Geminis include: Miles Davis, John Wayne, Bob Hope, John F.
Kennedy, Clint Eastwood, Colin Farrell, Marilyn Monroe, Angelina Jolie, Johnny Depp,
Natalie Portman, Elizabeth Hurley, Courtney Cox, Ian McKellen, Paul McCartney,
Kristen Alderson, Drew Carey, Bob Dillon, Paul McCartney, Anderson Cooper, Peter
Dinklage, Donald Trump, Neil Patrick Harris, Kristen Scott Thomas, Naomi Campbell,
John C. Reilly, Stevie Nicks, Joseph Fiennes, Mike Myers, Kylie Minogue, Barbara and
George H.W. Bush, Pam Grier, Wynonna Judd, Cornel West, Alanis Morrissette, Morgan
Freeman, Heidi Klum, Kenny G, Mark Wahlberg, Sandra Bernhard, Liam Neeson,
Prince, Tom Jones, Joan Rivers, Kanye West, Michael J. Fox, Tim Allen, Boy George,
Helen Hunt, Joyce Carol Oates, Yasmine Bleeth, Newt Gingrich, Venus Williams,
Kathleen Turner, Paula Abdul, John Goodman, Bill Moyers, and Nicole Kidman.
May 20-JUNE 20 PLANET ACTIVITY
Sky Patterns: As the Gemini cycle starts, note that two outer planets are
retrograde; Saturn in Aquarius (stations on May 23), and Pluto in Capricorn, soon to be
joined by Mercury in Gemini on May 29th and Jupiter in Pisces on the last day of the
Gemini cycle, June 20. Neptune will join them on June 25. Coronavirus still gets credit
as a big factor that created heavy debt loads for small and large companies looking for
alternative strategies to stay afloat. Even with some restrictions lifted, relief can’t
come soon enough. Globally, the emphasis on the economy, along with the
environment (failing infrastructures), health (Pandemic) and security matters (Colonial
Oil pipeline subjected to malware hack and paid a $5M ransom). Jupiter is in early
Pisces now dropping hints for what is to come in 2022. It may add a bit of confusion
to workers ready to return to their job, earn income, and internalize the changing
work pattern yet finding direction contradictory based on the need to stabilize
workplace health conditions. It mostly affects those born the first two days of
Pisces, Cancer, Scorpio, Capricorn and Taurus. Find fun and relief on the 25th when a
water sign trine lifts your spirit. Temper your energy on the 26th when the year’s first
full moon eclipse occurs in Sagittarius at 5°i 26’ forming a T-square with the Moon
opposing the Sun in Gemini, and squaring Jupiter in Pisces. Watch for some very
outlandish or hostile group gatherings. Watch conditions on the 27th, too, when the
environment is ripe for misunderstandings blown out of control. If you’re born around
the 26th, the eclipse is most significant. Ditto if you’re born on November 26-28.
You’ll be saying thank heavens for weekends when Mercury and lovable Venus in
Gemini unite hours before Mercury goes retrograde on the 29th at 6:34 PM EDT
through June 22 at 6:00 PM EDT. Observers note the turmoil resulting from
interrupted or unfinished business. By now you know what to expect when Mercury
stations, so plan actions wisely and don’t rush until you have checked important facts.
Don’t sign important papers, buy a new home or auto, or begin a fresh project yet.
Chose words wisely as they leave a strong impact that can be harmful in these
sensitive times. Clean out closets, work on projects already in progress, return phone
calls, and answer pending correspondence as long as it doesn’t require a long-term
decision. Geminis born June 6-16 experience the most activity during this cycle.
Others born with planets in Gemini or mutable signs from 16-24 degrees see delays in
actions or a way to bide time with fewer upsets. Saturn in Aquarius goes retrograde
on May 23 EDT, at 13°k 31’ most affecting Aquarians born January
25-February 3, Leos born July 28-August 7, and Scorpios born October 29November 7. Check where you may have planets at 6-13 degrees of Aquarius. This
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period may be blissful if you are born March 26-April 4, May 27-June 5, or
September 28-October 8. Assess troubled areas where constraints pile up and find
balance by seeking workable solutions for greater peace of mind. Sign documents on
favorable days only. You could experience financial windfalls or creative applause
from either a sextile or a trine aspect. Completion of karma reflects the true meaning
of this planet in transit. Take a hard look at where you feel blocked and initiate a
solution slowly but surely. You’ll know how this retrograde period helps you discover
the truth. Your wise choices lead to successful outcomes. Uranus in Taurus, a fixed
sign travels to 11-13 degrees of the sign in forward motion most affecting Taurus
born May 1-5 this month. Also affected beneficially are earth signs Capricorn born
January 2-5 and Virgo born September 3-7 who experience a nice trine aspect that
stimulates optimism, prosperity, or unexpected benefits, and Cancers born July 2-6.
Additional fixed signs undergoing a challenge with this transit are Leo born August
3-7, Scorpio born November 3-7, and Aquarius born January 30-February 3. These
signs face conditions that shift conditions in their world and do so unexpectedly with
little or no warning. Life takes on several unplanned turns over the next three months.
Meditate, stay calm and study stressful conditions responsibly. Remember that Uranus
transits affect weather patterns (think hurricanes, tsunamis, tornados, earthquakes,
volcanic eruptions, lightning and thunderstorms) that produce flooding and structural
damage, as well as fires, auto, plane or train crashes and unleashes threatening war
games (North Korea, South Korea, Israel and Palestine, Iran, China, Afghanistan, the
U.S. and Syria,) that affect the lives of citizens in the US and abroad. Uranus is in an
84-year cycle since it began its journey in Taurus. The impact is affecting the
economy, key finances, showing signs of inflation, values, market stability,
employment and work conditions and unstable global relations. Watch those countries
with strong Taurus placements – they make the news. On June 6-8, the Moon in Taurus
is conjunct Uranus breaking up the stagnation from Saturn in Aquarius that goes
retrograde on the 23rd. The year’s first Solar Eclipse occurs on June 10, in Gemini at
19°c 47’ most affecting those born June 9-11 and Sagittarius born December 1-3.
The eclipse is conjunct Mercury retrograde. Mars in Cancer trines Neptune in Pisces
on Memorial Day making it a perfect day to enjoy fun and games, stimulate spiritual
matters, and create nostalgia. Neptune in Pisces goes retrograde on June 25 and
stays retrograde until December 1. The planet joins the Suns of Pisces born March
13-15. Anticipate inspirations that draw you to spiritual concepts, romance and an
appreciation of all things beautiful and creative. Simultaneously keep your eyes and
ears out for false information, deceptive behavior, weak promises, flowery speeches
and trickery that pop up everywhere, especially from June 6 to 18. Benefits come to
those born July 14-17, November 14-17, January 12-14 and May 13-15, the water and
earth signs, Cancer, Scorpio, Capricorn and Taurus. Individuals born June 12-15,
September 14-17, and December 13-16 address challenges brought on by a hard square
aspect. What triggers mental confusion that accompanies this planet’s long shift?
Assess. Neptune joins the Moon in Pisces on June 3 and raises your confidence level.
Avoid confusion though because simultaneously the aspect is square to retrograde
Mercury and sends careless messages that create doubt. If your birthday is the 22nd or
23rd, hang out with friends or chat on the phone. Treasure Neptune’s love of harmony
and dig for facts to help you expand your knowledge of current reality. Spend time
with your romantic partner or close friends. Enjoy the Grand Trine in Water that
includes Moon in Scorpio, Mars in Cancer and Neptune in Pisces on May 25. Pluto is in
retrograde motion during this cycle and ambles along in Capricorn on the Suns of
members of this sign born at the 26th degree approximately January 15-17. The
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Pluto motion aligns harmoniously with transiting Uranus in Taurus and Neptune in
Pisces. Pluto focuses on deep, critical matters and creates tough choices for leaders
who are working intensely to comfort humanity working through the aftermath of the
Pandemic. It begs us to focus on family and home. Meanwhile Pluto urges us to find
new solutions to change ideas and behavior. On a personal level, shed old baggage
through honest assessment of conditions, clear plans, and careful execution. What has
been triggering mental confusion with this planet’s long transit? Once you know, set
priorities with high expectations and show compassion for others as you make room for
a more balanced life. Aries, Cancer and Libra with planets at 26 degrees also feel
the depth of this transit as it slowly stirs up information from the subconscious
while prompting a strong wake-up call. If you’re an earth sign, Capricorn, Taurus or
Virgo with planets at this degree, you receive assistance for cherished goals in the
midst of releasing stuck conditions. Look for truth and scrutinize information you
receive. Applaud integrity. Stay tuned to what is coming during the eclipse activity in
May and June, particularly national and local politics and conditions. Embrace the new
cycle. Chiron in Aries is direct at 11-12 degrees and most affects those born March
31-April 3. What truth is ready for you to discover and deeply integrate it for
complete inner healing? Take a close look at painful memories while you free your
mind from emotional clutter that has bogged you down in fear, flashing fragments of
your past. Release piled up anger. Commit to what is in your heart and start living.
Note the house where Chiron is transiting in your chart; this is important in 2021-22. In
which house does natal Chiron reside? You’ll be acutely aware of any aspects that
occur with transiting and natal Chiron. This strong wake-up call will set you free. Ask
for help as you examine options and release pain including returning to work after the
long COVID-19-driven hiatus. While you’re healing, plan and schedule favorite summer
activities that include enjoyable family fun, cherished gatherings, and relaxing
vacations.
LUNAR/SOLAR CYCLES
MAY 20: Sun enters Gemini, 3:37 PM EDT
MAY 26: Full Moon in Sagittarius, 7:14 AM EDT, 5°i26’ Lunar Eclipse
JUNE 10: New Moon in Gemini, 6:53 AM EDT, at 19°c 47’Solar Eclipse
JUNE 20: Sun Enters Cancer, 11:32 PM EDT, Summer Solstice, Jupiter Rx
PEOPLE, PLACES, EVENTS, AND TOPICS IN THE NEWS
Readers’ concerns for the aftermath of the Coronavirus Pandemic lead the
questions this month. See previous Newsletters for comments regarding the
astrological impact we can expect in the coming year. As of this writing, only 37.6
percent of citizens have been vaccinated suggesting a concern still exists regarding
spreading of the virus. Businesses are staging returns to work that extend into 2022 to
make sure environments are safe and they have work plans in place. Even though some
of the restrictions may have been lifted, prevailing conditions in your local area may
call for wearing face masks, social distancing and seeking medical advice from trusted
practitioners. Use good judgment. Continue to wear masks when you’re in public
places. Some individuals in this country and the world are not interested in
vaccinating, while others are looking for ways to get as many citizens vaccinated as
possible. You can’t tell who has been vaccinated and who has not but they do work.
Steer clear of places where you may be vulnerable, especially if you are young, are
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battling poor health conditions, or are among the elderly. Treat others with loving
kindness.
American Idol: Concludes ABC’s Season 4 (19 seasons total) on May 23 with
three talented finalists competing to become the next American Idol. Chayce
Beckham, Cancer (born July 18), Grace Kinstler, Leo (born August 4), and Willie
Spence, Gemini (June 18) are hoping for your votes during the 3-hour finale on
Sunday. All three finalists are already recording their music. Chayce debuted his selfpenned single on the show on May 16, “23”, a song about his life and struggles. Every
finalist is a winner in the world of vocal performance. Be sure to vote. Congratulations
to all who participated.
Jon Batiste: Jonathan Michael Batiste is an amazingly talented American
musician, bandleader (Stay Human), and television personality who has recorded and
performed with artists in various genres. Jon has released his own recordings and
performed in more than 40 countries. He also serves as the Music Director of The
Atlantic and the Creative Director of the National Jazz Museum in Harlem. He appears
nightly on The Late Show with Stephen Colbert on CBS. Just as their combined efforts
earned them the Oscar this year for scoring Soul, Jon Batiste and Trent Reznor, along
with Atticus Ross, were recognized for their work on the Pixar animated feature by the
ASCAP Composers Choice Awards for the film score of the year in 2021. Jon is a
Scorpio born November 11 with a stellium of planets in Scorpio – Pluto, Venus, Ceres,
Sun and Mercury. His fortunate Jupiter/Moon conjunction in Pisces is in a harmonious
relationship to his Scorpio planets. Saturn is in Sagittarius along with Uranus and Juno
sextile Mars in gregarious Aquarius denoting his determination to support humanitarian
and spiritual endeavors through his music. Congratulations to Jon on his creative
accomplishments.
Liz Cheney: Elizabeth Lynne Cheney is an American attorney and politician
who has served as the U.S. Representative for Wyoming’s at-large congressional
district since 2016, the lone member of the U.S. House of Representatives for
Wyoming. Rep. Cheney, a Leo, was born on July 28 in Madison, WI. On May 12, the
GOP held a voice vote to oust her from her job as their No. 3 House leader when she
refused to uphold the fallacious lie Trump asserted and several top Republicans
backed that the 2020 Presidential election was stolen. Regarded as an ideological
conservative, she intends to be "the leader, one of the leaders, in a fight to help to
restore our party" and that she may be interested in a future presidential run. She said, "I
will do everything I can to ensure that [Trump] never again gets anywhere near the Oval
Office" and "we cannot let the former president drag us backward and make us complicit in
his efforts to unravel our democracy." Cheney has a patriotic chart with Venus, Mars and
Jupiter in Cancer, shows her leadership style with her Sun, Mercury, Trans Pluto and Vesta
in Leo, Pluto and Uranus in Virgo, Moon in Sagittarius, a Chiron/Saturn conjunction in
Pisces, and Neptune in Scorpio with the Moon’s South Node. This determined woman is
completely against actions that undermine U.S. democracy and won’t back down. Keep
your eye on what happens to many of the players in the months ahead.
READERS’ CORNER
Thank you for the abundant questions and comments you sent during the past
month. You wanted the writer to know that she is not alone in feeling that
relationships are tanking, shifting, becoming more distant, or generally undergoing
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change. This month, to highlight the upcoming Mercury in retrograde, I am sharing a
timeless article I wrote for StarIQ.com addressing general questions you have
submitted. I hope you enjoy the article.
An Interview With the Messenger
My name is Mercury. I dedicate my service to the business
world to facilitate high quality communication in the
workplace. I’m on call 24 hours a day. Information is my
claim to fame. When you write, speak or use body
language, you demonstrate my properties. Without them,
your work environment would fizzle.
I’m King of the Hill when it comes to expressing concepts.
I say what is on my mind and play with yours to stimulate
creative thinking. Frankly, your business couldn’t survive
without me. I promise that if you pay attention to this
interview you’re going to appreciate my talents a whole lot
more.

Multi-dimensional Mercury
I help you learn, speak and listen. Remember how curious
and eager you were to get in the groove with your new
job? I was in the break room pouring doses of
comprehension into your morning coffee and urging you to
drink deeply so the new data would sink in swiftly. I work
with your innate intelligence and influence how you absorb
information. I function as a good executive secretary
simultaneously so you don’t operate on overload and can
screen out what you don’t need.
My planetary colleagues have a saying about me: “Where
there’s a meeting of the minds, you’ll find Mercury.” That’s
very true. In fact I have dominion over all types of
meetings, conferences and communicated events. I inspire
dialogue and think that silence is meant to be broken. Do
you recall being speechless at last Wednesday’s staff
meeting when your boss announced an unanticipated
workload crisis that meant all vacations would be
canceled? That was me giving you a nudge when I knew
you had a workable solution but were temporarily tonguetied. Did you like the way your boss responded by putting
you in charge of organizing the plan?
Only yesterday I bailed you out when your employee gave
you still another lame excuse for being late. I sensed your
impatience and knew a sarcastic comment was bubbling in
your throat. You stopped listening and I had to get your
attention. That sudden breeze you felt was me blowing a
little wisdom your way so you could assess the problem
correctly and make your employee accountable for getting
to work on time. I’m a big supporter of flexibility and am
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glad you suggested the employee consider an alternative
work schedule. Besides, if I had allowed you to resort to a
temper tantrum, I would have had to share this interview
with my testy colleague, Mars.

The Great Communicator
Every high-energy company wants people with good
presentation skills—motivators and enthusiasts who know
how to think on their feet. As Lord of the Podium I am only
too happy to share the limelight with individuals who
master the art of communication. I have a comprehensive
checklist that I use to assess your prowess on the
platform. Powerful speakers command the attention of the
audience by varying the tone, pitch, pace and body
gestures they invoke to deliver their message. Ultimately,
the message must be clear and accurate, and a little
eloquence goes a long way.
As the Spirit Guide of the Media World, I’m a stickler for
proper grammar in the spoken and written word, an
absolute necessity for quality work. If you’re unsure of how
to pronounce a word, check with the pros. Ask any
broadcaster, news commentator or talk show host who has
experienced a disastrous slip of the tongue. I learned the
hard way that you can’t fake it with well-educated groups.
They know when you’re off kilter.
I slow down three times a year for three weeks at a time
when I go into apparent retrograde motion and appear to
be moving backward. During those times, I just can’t seem
to stay on schedule. I experience breakdowns in
communicating my ideas, I feel confused and express
myself poorly, and my office equipment goes on the fritz. I
put decisions on hold while I ponder my options. Thank
goodness I keep my wits intact and the delays are only
temporary. (Editor's Note: For more information on
Mercury Retrograde, see Mercury Retrograde: A Modern
Look and The Mercury Retrograde Story.)

Your Mobile Network
I enjoy facilitating discussions. The sheer energy of lively
communication stimulates the air I breathe. Wherever
there is a forum for disseminating information, you’ll find
me networking and giving my lungs a workout. I just have
to have a hand in the process.
Don’t forget I excel at fielding questions and delivering
meaningful answers. You can pick my brain any time you
are stumped. But enough about my credentials. Contact
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me via email, cell phone, the Internet or the cosmos. I’ll
be the wind beneath your wings.

Other StarIQ articles by Alice DeVille:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Let’s Talk Business

8/13/2001

Runaway Love

4/12/2001

The Month of Love

2/13/2001

The Love Assessment

9/29/2000

Is There a Promotion in Your Future?

9/13/2000

Romancing with the Moon

8/25/2000

Is There a Moving Van in Your Future?

6/28/2000

Let’s Talk Business

6/14/2000

Home Sweet Home

5/10/2000

Soul Mate Zone

4/21/2000

Walking the Green Mile with Tom Hanks

2/11/2000

Thank you to all who sent in questions and comments about earlier newsletters. I
appreciate your feedback on the Taurus issue and welcome your thoughts on this one.
This newsletter appears on Facebook and on my Word Press website
astrologyondemand.com.
QUOTE OF THE MONTH: “There is always light if only we’re brave enough to
see it. If only we’re brave enough to be it.” Amanda Gorman
OFFICE HOURS






Monday, Wednesday, and Friday: 11 am–6 pm.
Tuesday: 12-6 pm.
Thursday: 12-6 pm.
Saturday: 11 am-4 pm.
All other hours by special arrangement. No Sunday hours.

Information about the sign of the month is a general interpretation based on
solar charts and may not address the actual activity in your natal chart which is based
on your time and location of birth. If this is your birthday month or if you are
interested in learning more about how the current cycles affect you, call me to
schedule an appointment for a personal consultation or a coaching session.
Consultations are paid in advance through PayPal and the affiliated e-mail address is
alice.deville27@gmail.com. For a unique approach give the gift of a consultation or a
written report to a loved one or associate. Refer a friend who could use a new
perspective to receive a $15 discount toward your next consultation. I look forward to
hearing from you.
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Alice
Alice DeVille
Consulting Services
Office: (813) 374-5398
NOTE: I purge files every month and keep client files for five years, continuously
updating both online and postal mailing lists. If you have moved in the past six
months, please send your current address. To be removed from this mailing list or to
make a mailing address change, send a message to DeVilleAA@aol.com. Many thanks.
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